2014's top Test bowlers

by Hemical

The featured bowlers took more than 30 Test wickets in 2014
http://stats.espncricinfo.com/ci/engine/stats/index.html?class=
1;filter=advanced;orderby=wickets;qualmin1=6;qualval1=innings;spanmax1=31+Dec+
2014;spanmin1=01+Jan+2014;spanval1=span;template=results;type=bowling
Across
1 Poker ace, initially
holding two queens, is Sri
Lankan who took 36 @
30.08 (6)
4 Having got into a cricket
club, doctor leaves wearing
clothes (8)
10 Stand for something
about now (9)
11 Put one's foot down it's time to study (5)
12 Australian taking 33 @
43.30 only exploded (4)
13 Nervous reaction about
wild animals having
magical powers (10)
15 New Zealander taking
33 @ 26.03 to understand
about teenager losing his
head (7)
16 Sri Lankan who took 56
@ 27.17's car finally found
in area of scrubby
vegetation (6)
19 Stands, holding down
what Moeen Ali and
Hashim Amla have in
common (6)
21 Facilities prepared for
Australian taking 47 @
23.27 (7)
23 Ordered to produce
underwater weapon on a
deep exercise (10)
25 It can fly equipment
eastwards (4)
27 Entertain Terpsichore?
(5)
28 Surprisingly increases
energy for a range of
landscapes (9)
29 Heartlessly showing
disapproval about men
giving lessons (8)
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30 Agreement succeeded
blocking organised labour
(6)
Down
1 A real spy in trouble will
freeze (8)
2 Duplicate central
Florence for old Italian
leader (9)
3 Grass woodlander up (4)
5 Swimmer ready to keep
fit, in a way (7)
6 Thin people mix her
compost (10)
7 South African taking 39
@ 19.56 in citation, yet
still climbing (5)

30

8 Take away empty
drainage pipe (6)
9 Besmirch fed-up
champion (6)
14 Old driver to be
exultant about a
commotion (10)
17 Bears witness to
experiment that provided
before session's beginning
(9)
18 Snored terribly after
article on Englishman
taking 40 @ 22.15 (8)
20 Realisation finally
dawns on knight
surrounded by greed and
sloth? (5,2)

21 Made catcalls at first
person in Paris before
getting battered in the end
(6)
22 Somehow as thin as
Indian who took 38 @
31.36 (6)
24 Usain begins within
himself, having taken 34 @
28.58 for NZ (5)
26 West Indian who took
31 @ 30.67 to live with a
couple of Poles (4)

